
PC Tablet Cases



It is easy to fill the image up with stylish and trendy Canyon mobile accessories.

Beautiful and pleasant to touch devises, nice texture of qualitative cases – it is all

about Canyon. Add extravagance to your look – choose among variety of colors 

and prints.

Why Canyon?

High-quality material.
Canyon cases are very convenient at maintenance and are easy to look after.

Durable, high-quality material is easy to clean from dirt and stains.

Ergonomic design.
All cases have a scrupulously considered design and provide maximum

comfort for the user.

High quality standards.
Our production corresponds to the highest European standards. All materials

are certified by the standards of ROHS, CE.



Ice case for samsung 
galaxy Tab4 7", 8", 10" 

The case is classic monochrome style, with excellent barrier 
properties and attractive design. The accessory consists of two 
parts, a rigid back pad and a folding cover. The back cover is made 
of transparent plastic, so your iPad will look slim and natural. The 
case allows you to set the tablet at different angles for comfortable 
operation. And thanks to the necessary cuts including one for the 
speaker working with the cover turns into a pleasure. 

Features:

Slim size

Material: PU + frost plastic

Slipproof

Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view

Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played

Front and back protection

Full access to all controls

Model: 7 inches:

CNE-CICST47B black 8717371863258

CNE-CICST47W white 8717371863265

8 inches:

CNE-CICST48B black 8717371863272

CNE-CICST48W white 8717371863289

10 inches:

CNE-CICST410B black 8717371863296 

CNE-CICST410W white 8717371863302



lIfe Is unIversal case 
for 10 Inch TableT
Model: CNS-C24UT10DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371863098

CNS-C24UT10BL School. Blue 8717371863012 

CNS-C24UT10BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371863029

CNS-C24UT10O Music. Orange 8717371863036

CNS-C24UT10W Art. White 8717371863043

CNS-C24UT10BE Rest. Beige 8717371863050

CNS-C24UT10G Sport. Green 8717371863067

CNS-C24UT10R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371863074

CNS-C24UT10P Girls. Pink 8717371863081

CNS-C24UT10LG Food. Light Grey 8717371863005

This universal reversible case has been performed in slim marvelous 
design and lifestyle colors. It is compatible with most tablets and 
e-books. The silicone holders will comfortably fix your tablet. A 
distinctive feature of this case is its foldable cover with the ability to turn 
the case in an upright position in a kind of horizontal stand for watching 
video and surfing the Internet, and in the portrait position for reading 
magazines and books, so you can enjoy every moment of your life. Let 
your life be amazing!

Features:

Compatible with most tablets and e-book 9-10 inch

Double-sided slim case

Material: embossed PU and silicone holders 

Slipproof

Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view

Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played

Front and back protection

Easy installation and removal



lIfe Is unIversal case 
for 8 Inch TableT

This universal reversible case has been performed in slim marvelous 
design and lifestyle colors. It is compatible with most tablets and 
e-books. The silicone holders will comfortably fix your tablet. A 
distinctive feature of this case is its foldable cover with the ability to turn 
the case in an upright position, in a kind of horizontal stand for watching 
video, surfing the Internet, and in the portrait position for reading 
magazines and books, so you can enjoy every moment of your life. Let 
your life be amazing!

Features:

Compatible with most tablets and e-book 8 inch

Double-sided slim case

Material: embossed PU and silicone holders 

Slipproof

Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view

Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played

Front and back protection

Easy installation and removal

Model: CNS-C24UT8DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371865290

CNS-C24UT8BL School. Blue 8717371865214

CNS-C24UT8BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371865221

CNS-C24UT8O Music. Orange 8717371865238

CNS-C24UT8W Art. White 8717371865245

CNS-C24UT8BE Rest. Beige 8717371865252

CNS-C24UT8G Sport. Green 8717371865269

CNS-C24UT8R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371865276

CNS-C24UT8P Girls. Pink 8717371865283

CNS-C24UT8LG Food. Light Grey 8717371865207



lIfe Is unIversal case 
for 7 Inch TableT
Model: CNS-C24UT7DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371863143

CNS-C24UT7BL School. Blue 8717371863111 

CNS-C24UT7BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371863128

CNS-C24UT7O Music. Orange 8717371863135

CNS-C24UT7W Art. White 8717371863142

CNS-C24UT7BE Rest. Beige 8717371863159

CNS-C24UT7G Sport. Green 8717371863166

CNS-C24UT7R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371863173

CNS-C24UT7P Girls. Pink 8717371863180

CNS-C24UT7LG Food. Light Grey 8717371863104

This universal reversible case has been performed in slim marvelous 
design and lifestyle colors and is compatible with most tablets and 
e-books. The silicone holders will comfortably fix your tablet. A 
distinctive feature of this case is its foldable cover with the ability to turn 
the case in an upright position in a kind of horizontal stand for watching 
video, surfing the Internet, and in the portrait position for reading 
magazines and books, so you can enjoy every moment of your life. Let 
your life be amazing!

Features:

Compatible with most tablets and e-book 6-8 inch

Double-sided slim case

Material: embossed PU and silicone holders 

Slipproof

Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view

Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played

Front and back protection

Easy installation and removal



unIversal case for 
7, 8, 10 Inch TableT

Model:

Universal case with stand suitable for most of 7 inch tablets even 
iPad mini. Convenient rotation design and different angle range for 
viewing. Magnetic closure keeps the cover tightly shut.
Case can be used in 2 positions – horizontal or vertical. Pleasant 
to the touch PU material, available in soft pink and blue, plus in 
universal black.

Features:

Easy installation and removal

Magnetic closure

Depth (mm): 123 mm

Height (mm): 12 mm

Width (mm): 195 mm

7-8 inches:

CNA-TCL0207BL blue 8717371860004

CNA-TCL0207B black 8717371859992

CNA-TCL0207P pink 8717371860011

10 inches:

CNA-TCL0210B black 8717371860028

CNA-TCL0210BL blue 8717371860035

CNA-TCL0210P pink 8717371860042




